Route to Peter Wakker’s office
Address: Erasmus University, Complex Woudestein, Burgemeester Oudlaan 50,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, Tinbergen building1, room H.11.15
A detailed description follows for the metro starting at Central Railway Station.

Going to Metro-Station Kralingse Zoom in Rotterdam
Take any metro from the Central Railway station not going to Den Haag. They all go to
the metro station Beurs, being the 2nd stop. Get off there and transfer to the Calandlijn
direction East (“Richting Oost”). That is:
Walk on in the direction that the metro goes. Pass by the little sandwich boot on your
right, and take the narrow corridor passing between/under the moving escalator to your
right and the regular stairs to your left. At the end turn right, going up the stairs. You
arrive at a platform where various metrolines depart (direction Nesselande and other
directions), each one being good for you. Get off at the 5th stop, the metrostation
Kralingse Zoom.

From Metrostation Kralingse Zoom to Wakker’s Office
From here you will go South-West (where the sun is at 3 PM).
After checking out, get out from the exit to the left, at the sandwich bar, which is
indicated as the exit (“Uitgang”) for the Erasmus University (“Universiteit”).
Take the stairs to your right down, pass under the little crossway, and immediately
turn left after. Cross the parking space. At the end, turn right, and 10 meters down, at
the end, turn left into the big street (“Kralingse Zoom”). After about 150 meters (it
takes me 147 steps; :)) take the next turn right, pass by the barrier, and enter the
campus of the university. You are going to the tallest building. 50 meters down, pass
by the tennis court. Then turn left into the Institutenlaan.
Enter the tallest building at its 2nd entrance to the right, with the green letter H on top.
You are entering the Tinbergen (or H) building. To get through a sliding door, push
the white button to the left. Pass by the first three elevators (they only go to the 6th
floor), and take one of the next three. Go to the 11th floor. Enter the department
there, going through some doors. Wakker’s office is H.11.15 (tel. (0)10 – 408.12.65
O, (0)10 – 408.12.64 S), on the right-hand side of the hallway.
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previous name: H building

